
WILSON AIR CENTER – CHARLOTTE ENJOYS RECORD WEEK                   

HOSTING DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION 

 

Charlotte, NC, September 12, 2012 – Wilson Air Center – Charlotte (CLT) was the primary and 

preferred FBO for the City of Charlotte during the Democratic National Convention (DNC) last week.  A 

record week of aircraft operations in support of the convention kept Wilson Air Center busy, with traffic 

beginning several days prior to the convention.    

 

Aircraft began rolling into Wilson Air Center the Friday before the convention, August 31
st
, with 

chartered airline aircraft for all the major news networks and government entities arriving.  During the 

course of the week, eleven separate airline charters were handled, consisting of over 1,000 passengers.  

Major commitments for security, equipment and support services necessitated Wilson Air to ground- 

handle 48 military operations. 

 

In addition, business jet passengers, including attendees, delegates, governmental officials, guests and 

supporters, arrived in force throughout the week. By the end of the convention, Wilson Air Center 

handled over 640 aircraft arrivals and departures without incident or delay.   

 

The TSA worked closely with the flight crews and Wilson Air Center employees to minimize delays.  

This collaboration was deemed quite successful, as over 64 aircraft and 380 passengers elected to utilize 

the “gateway” inbound and outbound services offered by the TSA. 

 

Wilson Air Center added to the excitement by making their theme for the week, “Proud to be an 

American.” All employees wore red/white/blue flag hats while all the buildings were draped in dozens of 

flags and patriotic colors. 

 

With locations in Memphis TN, Charlotte NC, Houston TX, and now Chattanooga TN, Wilson Air 

Center’s corporate aviation support facilities are renowned for their innovative approach to customer 

service and satisfaction that originated from roots within the hospitality industry.   The Memphis location 

is the home of one of the world’s largest aircraft canopies, and is touted by the aviation industry as among 

the top fixed base operations in the United States for the quality of its services and the comfort and design 

of its facilities. 

For more information on Wilson Air Centers’ other locations, please visit www.wilsonair.com. 
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